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Glasgow Bill, terms of, 55; as first drafted, 58; exemptions, 58; as added to, 59; taxes feud duties, 59; taxes four classes, 61; principle of valuation, 63; limited to burghs, 63; double taxation, 84; purpose, 85; as reducing rent, 87; suggested preamble, 88; work of single taxers, 88, 100; confiscation by, 110.
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Green, T. H., 18.
Ground owners, 39; already pay rates, 43; but only calculable ones, 47; not like superiors, 81.
Ground rent, how calculated, 45.
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Industry a co-operation, 7; restricted by rent, 116.
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Justice, 117.
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Land, held up, 72, 92; fall in, 119.
Landowners, pilloried, 118; do compete, 119.
Land value assessment, 55; laid on proprietors, 55; destination, 57; not a relief, 57; transferred to superior, 59; who escape it, 60; personal illustrations, 60, 65, 79; not based on rateable value, 70; on vacant ground, 68; determined by best use, 70.
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Price, tax as, 16; versus contribution, 103; a quid pro quo, 105; not necessarily competitive, 105.
Protection services, 16.

Progress and Poverty, 99; its problem, 107.
Proprietors, assess themselves, 56; analogue of ground owners, 80, 82; double taxation of, 84; already pay rates, 84.

Rates, 28; school and poor, 17; levied on property, 32; beneficial, 33; onerous, 33; must increase, 40; considered in price of land, 45; unforeseen, 47; add value, 49; whether paid by-occupiers, 49.

Reith, James, 64, 77, 94.
Relief of taxation, 115.

Rent, a fund for taxation, 106; does not enter into price, 116; industry restricted by, 116.
Rental, rates attached to, 32; as visible ability, 34.
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Revenue, government, 7; part of national income, 8.
Revolution, right of, 121.
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Rights, derived from State, 4.
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Sacrifice, equal, 21; sphere of, 27.
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School rate, 17, 33.
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